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Dear Siobhan,
Brltbox Materiality Assessment
I am writing in response to Ofcom's consultation on its materiality assessment of the BBC's involvement in
Britbox. We welcome Ofcom's provisional conclusion that there is not a significant risk that the BBC's proposed
involvement in BritBox will distort the market or create an unfair competitive advantage.
For a service such as Britbox (or any other than has similar characteristics), access to BBC content at 12 months
is a fundamentally important part of its distinctiveness and appeal and it has been a key component in our
thinking about the viability of the proposition. In a market already dominated by global players (with more set
to enter the market) in which US content and content of global appeal has hitherto been the key to success, a
UK PSB content focussed service such as BritBox needs USPs which distinguish it from formidable competitors
and enable it to attract subscribers. This is particularly the case in relation to an offer of mainly UK PSB content
that will already have been available on free TV as well as on free PSB catch up services.
A key part of the distinctiveness of a service such as Britbox, lies in:
•
•
•

Access to BBC content at a slightly earlier stage than global competitors which do not have the same
UK PSB focus to enable BritBox to deliver something different and distinctive to those other services.
Greater continuity of content availability between the BBC iPlayer and the BritBox service with clarity
for consumers that if content isn't still available on the BBC, it may well be on Britbox.
An overall range and depth of UK focussed content including a number of the most recent releases.

The attribution, branding and prominence of content from the BBC which Britbox will guarantee is important
both for the BBC but also for the creation of an authentically UK focussed environment which celebrates and
promotes the best of UK PSB content. This will have clear and obvious benefits to the PSB system as a whole -
it will be very clear to viewers whose content they are watching which will help to sustain interest and support
in PSB more broadly.
Of course, it is crucial that Britbox content acquisition will support continued original PSB investment too. It is
widely recognised that the PSB system is a key reason for the success of the UK's creative sector more broadly.
Ofcom figures1 show that the main PSB channels spent nearly £2.6bn on new UK content in 2018, and nearly
£3bn when including commercial portfolio channels from the PSBs. In key genres, notably drama, the
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